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PARIS: French Top 14 giants Racing 92 and
Toulouse can clinch European Champions
Cup quarter-final spots with victories over
Irish opposition this weekend. Racing, two-
time runners up, host Munster in Pool 4 on
Sunday while record four-time winners
Toulouse head to Connacht in Pool 5 on
Saturday in the penultimate round of the
group stages.

The Parisians’ coach Laurent Labit says
John van Graan’s men have an advantage as
they were able to make 10 changes for last
Friday’s Pro14 defeat at Ulster. “When you see
the team, you see the importance they put on
that. Qualifying from their league (for next
season), they’ll do it,” Labit said.

“They haven’t got much to fight for and
they prepare enormously for the Champions
Cup,” he added. South African Van Graan will
be without Ireland fly-half Joey Carbery who
has been ruled out for up to four months with
a wrist injury.

With Kiwi Taylor Bleyendaal sidelined due
to a neck problem and experienced JJ Hanra-
han a doubt for the trip to the French capital
Van Graan could be forced to turn to 20-
year-old Ben Healy or centre Rory Scannell to
wear the number 10 shirt.

“Ben has grown quite a lot over the last

few weeks - he’s been part of gameday warm-
ups, he’s been part of the squad and Rory has
trained there,” Van Graan said.

TOULOUSE TO ‘FRESHEN UP’ 
Unlike Labit’s side, who are unbeaten in

five games, last season’s semi-finalists
Toulouse have stumbled recently in the league
by drawing at home to Toulon and losing con-
vincingly at bottom-side Stade Francais on
Sunday.

“For sure we have to change gear, freshen
up and start again in a better way,” Toulouse
back-rower Francois Cros said after the de-
feat in Paris. “Certainly in the Top 14 we have
tripped up but in the European Cup we have
four wins so it’s up to us not to tarnish those
matches,” Cros, who was named in France’s
Six Nations squad this week, added.

Another Top 14 outfit Clermont, can take a
step closer to the last eight by beating Ulster
at Stade Marcel-Michelin on Saturday before
travelling to Harlequins a week later. “It’s not
a double or quits match. It’s not going to
knock us out in this pool but what we want is
to qualify for a quarter-final and quickly,”
coach Franck Azema said.

Elsewhere, reigning European champions
Saracens, who are a point behind Munster in

the standings, head to the Ospreys who are
without a win in any competition since Octo-
ber. Exeter Chiefs head to Glasgow looking to

tie up a last-eight place and Gloucester host
Montpellier needing a victory to keep their
hopes of progression alive. —AFP

Racing, Toulouse face Irish hurdle 
for Champions Cup quarters spots

PARIS: File photo shows Clermont’s New Zealand full back Isaia Toeava (L) vies with Racing92’s Fijian centre
Virimi Vakatawa (R) during the French Top 14 rugby union match between Racing 92 and Clermont on January
4, 2020 at Paris La Defense Arena stadium in Nanterre, near Paris. —AFP

Legends and 
rookies celebrate 
on Stage four 
of 2020 Dakar
JEDDAH: As the dust settles on a dramatic
Stage 4 of the 2020 Dakar Rally, so the
leaderboards across all five categories start
to take shape. With close to 2,500 kilome-
tres traversed through the stunning land-
scapes of Saudi Arabia, we’re beginning to
see who has put themselves in pole position
for glory at the first Middle Eastern Dakar.

A battle royale is developing in the car race
with Monsieur Dakar himself, Stephane Peter-
hansel (FRA) winning his first stage in Saudi
Arabia. Peterhansel’s victory on Stage 4 has
propelled him up the rankings to third overall.

“Today was the best day since the begin-
ning of the rally. We didn’t do too many mis-
takes, we were lost for about three minutes
in total.” - Stephane Peterhansel

Ahead of 13-time Dakar winner Peter-
hansel is Carlos Sainz (ESP) in the lead, with
Nasser Al-Attiyah (QAT) in second. Less
than 12 minutes separate this trio who have
won the Dakar 18 times between them. Ex-
pect the threesome to all put their foot
down on the two stages that remain before
the midway Rest Day in Riyadh.

There were also encouraging perform-
ances by Giniel De Villiers (ZAF) and Kuba
Przygonski (POL) as they attempt to stay in
touch with the podium places.

In the side-by-side race there was a first
ever Dakar stage win for the debutants of
Red Bull Off-Road Team USA. Mitch
Guthrie Jr. (USA) and his co-driver Ola
Floene (NOR) have backed up an impres-
sive start to the Dakar by arriving in Al Ula
quickest of all SxS competitors. The result
has propelled Guthire Jr. to sixth overall,
just half an hour behind race new leader
Jose Antonio Hinojo Lopez (ESP). Chaleco
Lopez (CHI) is in second, three minutes off
the summit.

“We had no flats or any other problems,
we were able to keep it moving all day.” -
Mitch Guthrie Jr. 

A blistering finish to the 453-kilometre
special stage by Sam Sunderland (GBR) saw
the 2017 Dakar winner set the fastest time
of the bike stage. Despite being later pe-
nalised with a five-minute penalty for exces-
sive speed, The Red Bull KTM Factory Team
rider sits sixth overall - less than 20 minutes
behind overall leader Ricky Brabec (USA).
Sunderland’s team-mate Toby Price (AUS) is
fourth overall, 12 minutes back from Brabec.

“We’re staying in contention and looking
forward to the second week. I’m not looking
to bash myself up or bend the bike.” - Toby
Price

Sunderland and Price are joined in the
Top 10 by fellow Red Bull KTM Factory
Team riders Luciano Benavides (ARG) and
Matthias Walkner (AUT) as they squad
chase a 19th consecutive Dakar bike win.

Top placed female biker Laia Sanz (ESP)
was pleased with her ride on Stage 4 as she
broke in the Top 25 overall.

“It was a long day, but I’m more happy
than I was with the last two days. I was able
to enjoy the stage and also improve my re-

sult today.” - Laia Sanz
The overall lead of the truck race has

changed hands thanks to a 1-2-3 result for
Team Kamaz Master on Stage 4. Anton
Shibalov (RUS) led home team-mates An-
drey Karginov (RUS) and Dmitry Sotnikov
(RUS). 2014 Dakar winner Karginov is now
out in front in the truck class, having
leapfrogged Siarhei Viazovich (BLR).

“It was a really crazy day today, such a
difficult stage. The rocks were so dangerous
and we needed to take care to avoid any big
problems.” - Anton Shibalov

A third stage win from four days of rac-
ing has increased the advantage Ignacio
Casale (CHI) holds at the head of the quad
contest. Casale’s closet competitors is now
over 20 minutes behind him.

Tomorrow brings with it Stage 5 and
those who remain in the Dakar convoy will
be plunged deep into the dunes. Huge de-
scents over desert grass will test each and
every competitor as they tackle the 353-
kilometres timed special stage between Al
Ula and Ha’il. The 2020 Dakar finishes on
Friday, January 17 in Al-Qiddiya.

Toby Price


